Two-dimensional method for time aligning liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry data.
We describe a new time alignment method that takes advantage of both dimensions of LC-MS data to resolve ambiguities in peak matching while remaining computationally efficient. This approach, Warp2D, combines peak extraction with a two-dimensional correlation function to provide a reliable alignment scoring function that is insensitive to spurious peaks and background noise. One-dimensional alignment methods are often based on the total-ion-current elution profile of the spectrum and are unable to distinguish peaks of different masses. Our approach uses one-dimensional alignment in time, but with a scoring function derived from the overlap of peaks in two dimensions, thereby combining the specificity of two-dimensional methods with the computational performance of one-dimensional methods. The peaks are approximated as two-dimensional Gaussians of varying width. This approximation allows peak overlap (the measure of alignment quality) to be calculated analytically, without computationally intensive numerical integration in two dimensions. To demonstrate the general applicability of Warp2D, we chose a variety of complex samples that have substantial biological and analytical variability, including human serum and urine. We show that Warp2D works well with these diverse sample sets and with minimal tuning of parameters, based on the reduced standard deviation of peak elution times after warping. The combination of high computational speed, robustness with complex samples, and lack of need for detailed tuning makes this alignment method well suited to high-throughput LC-MS studies.